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The work from home
response to COVID has generated
significant dialogue about the future of office
demand long term. While some perspectives are
that remote work will dramatically reduce office needs,
evidence suggests these concerns are overstated.
True, millions of office workers globally have managed to complete essential work from home, to the delight of employers.
It is also true that most employees have found positive aspects to working from home, such as spending more time with
family or avoiding a tiresome traffic-snarled commute.
Challenges with working at home
But some preliminary evidence suggests the majority have not
achieved the same level of productivity nor job satisfaction.
Those who are managing or exceeding their normal workflows
are often working much longer hours (at least 3 additional
hours in the US, for example), which is likely not sustainable
long term.1 Moreover, exhaustion from video-meetings--aka
“zoom calls”--and struggles with isolation have gradually
eroded many office workers’ contentment.2

For most office workers, now remote-work-enabled, it is likely
not an “either/or” question. Most will welcome opportunities to
work from home while also valuing their time at the office. And
employers are also appreciating the benefits of both. Corenet,
an organization of facilities managers, reported that 66% of
their members now have a more favourable view of remote
working, suggesting this experiment has proven to many
employers that some office workers’ tasks can get done
effectively outside the office.4

As Figure 1 shows, according to Gallup, as this forced work-

Figure 1. Percentage wanting to work at the office

from-home experiment drags on, US office workers have

as much as they did pre Covid.

steadily become more interested in returning the office as
much as ever.3 Only 38% wanted to return to the office after
approximately week two of being at home; by week four 49%
were ready to return to the office full time (Gallup has not
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published updates since). And this doesn’t include those
wanting a modest amount of work-from home time, a balance.
Global real estate firm JLL, in a survey of their own office
workers, found that only 5% wanted to work from home
full-time post-Covid.
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The Value of The Office – Inspiration,
Long-Term Productivity
A few CEOs as well as market watchers have suggested office
space is no longer needed because their firm’s productivity
has increased in recent weeks, in their view. However, this
observation reflects only a short window of time. Moreover,
they are typically fixated on only one aspect of what office
workers do—focused work such as generating reports,
designs or software code. But office space is for much more
than that, especially among those employers considered
“best places to work.” Office spaces are places where people
interact in formal and informal ways, generating ideas,
creating connections, learning skills, and transferring
wisdom between generations. It’s where the inspiration
comes from for that “focused work” productivity.

You cannot measure the productivity of
people working from home, now. You have to
measure it from a long term perspective...If
you work from home for a year or two or three
your productivity will not be as great as it has
been over the past two months as we
are in a very unusual situation.
Benjamin Tal, Deputy Chief Economist CIBC World
Markets, 5 May 20206
As Benjamin Tal (Deputy Chief Economist, CIBC Capital Markets)
stated in a recent webinar address, office productivity needs to
be measured over months and years. Over the past nine weeks,
office workers have been able to draw on connections built with

Cushman and Wakefield in a recent webinar notes that office

colleagues over the previous months, years, and in some cases

productivity—while hard to measure precisely—includes five

decades. Many had already done the creative collaboration

key areas. At different times of their days and weeks, office

required to go home and write reports or code. Those bonds

workers must be able to:

with colleagues and the inspiration to complete work will

5

• Focus
• Collaborate
• Have refresh opportunities (breaks that refresh)
• Create social bonds with colleagues
• Learn in formal and informal ways, continuously

gradually diminish without those chance encounters as
well as regular in-person conversations, presentations,
and problem-solving sessions.
Closing thoughts on the need for office space:
1. Long-term organizational performance and success
depends on: building trust among colleagues; creating

(mentoring, watching colleagues is as important

confidence in leaders; collaborating on projects; transferring

as course work)

knowledge between people, and even building a culture or

Focused work can often be done effectively at home, assuming
the individual does not need access to confidential paper
documents or specialty technology or systems. The other aspects

brand. And this needs to happen in formal meetings as well
as informal encounters. This takes place in office space.
2.	Office professionals want to be productive and

of 21st century office work are more efficient and effective at the

successful—and their employers also want them to

office. Yes, you can take breaks at home, however it is not the

succeed. This requires the opportunity to do everything

same. A coffee break at the office, for example, might involve a

listed in #1 above, which requires office space. Prior to

walk to get a coffee with colleagues, whether in the kitchen or at a

the covid-19 outbreak, most firms were competing for

café, and this also provides an opportunity to forge social bonds,

talent. The talent is typically 80-90% of company costs

learn something new, and may ignite an idea. A “break” at home

while office space is 5-10% of costs (with technology

might involve unloading the dishwasher or putting in a load of

being most of the remainder). If the office space

laundry (neither inspiring nor refreshing.)

can make the talent more productive and improve

The pandemic-induced distancing has taught everyone how to
use Microsoft Teams and Zoom, among other technologies,

attraction and retention, the financial math works.
3.	Some of the talent will want to work from home when

which can substitute for some face-to-face connections.

appropriate, and we anticipate employers will embrace this

Everyone has also learned how exhausting these meetings

more post-pandemic. However, to ensure all employees

can be, and how carefully planned they are. Serendipitous

remain connected, collaborating, and sharing, most

encounters around the water cooler or in the kitchen

will also need to have a place in the office.

simply don’t happen.
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GWLRA Research continues to monitor statements and decisions by office users
as well as the productivity levels of Canada’s office worker community. We will
produce additional Research Notes as new information becomes available.
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